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Griffin Drake just wanted a story, but he finds himself wanting Jim Shea's heart, instead.

Detective James "Jim" Shea is a Seattle homicide detective who has never taken his work home with him--
until now. A case has gotten under his skin and though it's "over," it isn't for Jim. The emotional toll has left
him vulnerable and tied to the victim's dying father.

Meanwhile, Hollywood comes calling for a hot story, and screenwriter Griffin Drake sees the tragic case as
his ticket to more serious fare than his usual action blockbusters. But to get the whole story he needs to win
over the stoic and protective Detective Shea.

Neither man has had much luck when it comes to romance or long-term relationships and neither is
particularly looking, but there's an attraction from their first meeting that can't be denied. Their impromptu
first date seems to have no end in sight--and quickly becomes a barreling freight train of romance.

Looming problems outside threaten their relationship--death, secrets, and broken trust--and they'll have to
learn loyalty to save their newfound love.

Publisher's Note: This book contains explicit sexual content, graphic language, and situations that some
readers may find objectionable: Male/male sexual practices.
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From reader reviews:

Russell Love:

Now a day people who Living in the era wherever everything reachable by connect with the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not require people to be aware of each information they get. How people have
to be smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the solution is reading a book. Reading a book
can help individuals out of this uncertainty Information specially this Love & Loyalty book since this book
offers you rich details and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there is
no doubt in it as you know.

Patrick Sherman:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Try and
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't determine book by its cover may doesn't work at this
point is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside search
likes. Maybe you answer can be Love & Loyalty why because the excellent cover that make you consider
regarding the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the
outside or even cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Tommy Cowen:

Is it anyone who having spare time and then spend it whole day by means of watching television programs or
just lying down on the bed? Do you need something new? This Love & Loyalty can be the answer, oh how
comes? A book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this new era is
common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Patricia Morales:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our expertise for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything you want. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year
seemed to be exactly added. This guide Love & Loyalty was filled with regards to science. Spend your extra
time to add your knowledge about your scientific research competence. Some people has diverse feel when
they reading any book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can sense enjoy to read a e-book.
In the modern era like currently, many ways to get book that you wanted.
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